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Coherent Control of Retinal Isomerization in Bacteriorhodopsin

Valenty I. Prokhorenko,1 Andrea M. Nagy,1 Stephen A. Waschuk,2 Leonid S. Brown,2 Robert R. Birge,3 R. J. Dwayne Miller1*

Optical control of the primary step of photoisomerization of the retinal molecule in bacteriorhodopsin from the all-trans to the 13-cis state was demonstrated under weak field conditions (where only 1 of 300 retinal molecules absorbs a photon during the excitation cycle) that are relevant to understanding biological processes. By modulating the phases and amplitudes of the spectral components in the photoexcitation pulse, we showed that the absolute quantity of 13-cis retinal formed upon excitation can be enhanced or suppressed by ±20% of the yield observed using a short transform-limited pulse having the same actinic energy. The shaped pulses were shown to be phase-sensitive at intensities too low to access different higher electronic states, and so these pulses apparently steer the isomerization through constructive and destructive interference effects, a mechanism supported by observed signatures of vibrational coherence. These results show that the wave properties of matter can be observed and even manipulated in a system as large and complex as a protein.

Quantum mechanics dictates that all matter has an inherent wave property. On a molecular scale, this property can lead to destructive and constructive interferences that have a pronounced effect on transmission probabilities along reaction coordinates. Modern spectroscopic techniques have afforded direct evidence of such interferences and even exploited interference of the underlying wave properties to steer chemical reactions one way or another (1). For the most part, however, these studies have focused on small molecules and ions. In a protein, random fluctuations among the enormous number of degrees of freedom might be expected to cancel any interference effects. At the same time, proteins are highly evolved structures, and the question arises whether the phases of the underlying matter waves could play a role or even be manipulated in directing biological processes. This question can be addressed by determining the degree of conserved phase relationships, or quantum coherence, involved in a chemical process occurring within the confines of the protein environment. Experimental tests for coherence, as for any wave phenomena, must be able to demonstrate the creation of both constructive and destructive interference pathways, a process termed coherent control for molecular systems (1, 2).

Tests of quantum coherence are most readily accomplished for photoactive processes in which short, specifically shaped excitation pulses can be used to manipulate the process on a time scale faster than random thermal motions act to scramble phase relationships (cause decoherence). In this regard, one of the fastest biological processes is the photoisomerization of the retinal molecule in rhodopsin proteins. This relatively simple photochemical reaction is the primary event for vision in higher organisms, photoreceptor response, and energy conversion in halobacteria. As such, the reaction has been subject to intense experimental and theoretical investigation (3–11). The possibility of manipulating the isomerization efficiency by excitation with tailored excitation light pulses has also been discussed from a theoretical standpoint in which a small subset of the total number of coupled motions is treated (12, 13). However, the full problem is computationally intractable and so requires direct experimental investigation for resolution.

Experimental manipulation of the relative photoisomerization yield of a molecule was recently reported for the cyanine dye NK88 in solution (14). These studies were conducted using excitation energies near saturation level for the absorption in question (1.5 μJ per pulse); the primary action of the shaped light fields may have been to control the excited-state population (15) rather than the reaction coordinate itself. Under strong field excitation conditions, multiphoton processes inevitably access higher-lying excited states and so substantially perturb the state of interest. These issues are irrelevant if the objective is to induce a particular reaction outcome, but they become important in interpreting the correlation of the pulse shapes with the molecular processes.

Previous pulse-shaping studies of biological systems (16) were also performed under relatively strong excitation conditions and demonstrated the quenching of energy transfer from the carotenoids in light-harvesting systems. This effect was attributed to enhanced nonradiative relaxation of the carotenoid excited state; it was not possible to control the converse pathway to increase energy transfer. Our goal in the present study was to control the absolute isomerization yield of the 13-cis retinal isomer in bacteriorhodopsin (bR). We sought specifically to control the degree of coherence in the protein environment in the weak field regime so as to ensure that the resultant dynamics would pertain to the protein’s behavior under normal functional conditions. In this context, we report the manipulation of the absolute yield of 13-cis retinal over a 40% range, clearly demonstrating that a protein can manifest coherent interference effects. Through feedback-controlled amplitude and phase variation of the spectral components composing the excitation pulse, we could selectively enhance or suppress the isomerization yield by 20% in either direction.

Optimization of the isomerization yield. Photoisomerization of the retinal chromophore in bR (Fig. 1) occurs with a relatively high quantum yield (65%) (17, 18) of the 13-cis isomer. Prior work has shown that the isomerization is complete within 3 ps (6), and the product, termed the K intermediate, has a well-resolved positive differential absorption (ΔA) band in the 630- to 640-nm range (19, 20). To ensure adequate vibrational cooling, we chose a 20-ps delay after the actinic pulse before targeting the 630-nm absorption feature for optimization (a detailed description of the materials and methods is given in the supporting online material). At this delay, the magnitude of measured signal ΔA, weighted by actinic excitation energy (the amount of photons absorbed in a sample), directly reflects the isomerization...
yield. We then used a well-established genetic algorithm and feedback approach to solve a multivariable problem to converge toward tailored pulses that would either maximize or minimize the 630-nm induced absorption, corresponding to the respective enhancement or suppression of the isomerization yield (Fig. 2). The different excitation pulse shapes were generated by appropriate manipulation of incoming transform-limited pulses [19 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM), centered at 565 nm with a bandwidth of 60 nm] in both frequency and phase domains (21). Using only phase manipulation would substantially restrict the control space. In accordance with certain properties of the Fourier transform, frequency amplitude modulation is necessary to produce, for example, a comb of temporally spaced subpulses, a prominent feature of the optimal pulses derived in recent coherent control experiments (16, 22).

We applied the optimization algorithm to a starting set of 30 pulses with randomly distributed spectral phases and amplitudes (pulse energies were 16 to 17 nJ, corresponding to a fluence $E_{\text{exc}} = 2.7 \times 10^{14}$ photons/cm$^2$); the growth of $\Delta A$ consistently saturates after 30 to 40 generations (600 to 800 shaping cycles) at a level ~23% higher than that induced by the excitation with the transform-limited pulse. The spectrum of the optimal excitation pulse (Fig. 3A) has a gravity center at ~557 nm and a regular structure composed of several peaks spaced ~6 nm apart (both of these features have been reproduced in more than 20 optimization experiments). The anti-optimization experiment (Fig. 2B) also converged after ~30 generations under the same conditions, to yield a pulse that suppresses isomerization efficiency by ~24%. The spectrum of the anti-optimal pulse (Fig. 3D) was relatively broad and redshifted to ~577 nm. The isomerization quantum yield of 13-cis retinal in bR has been shown experimentally to be wavelength-independent across the full 500- to 670-nm absorption band. This spectral insensitivity was confirmed at different temperatures, using different light sources and methods (23–26). Nevertheless, we performed an additional check by irradiating our bR samples with tunable 120- to 140-fs excitation pulses of relatively narrow spectral width (8 nm FWHM), and found the yield to be wavelength-independent within a 535- to 610-nm window (fig. S2). The optimization has to be ascribed to the specific shapes of the excitation pulses.

For determining the temporal profiles of the optimized pulses, we used frequency-resolved optically gated (FROG) measurements (Fig. 3). Both optimal and anti-optimal pulses displayed regular and periodic modulations. The retrieved intensity profile of the optimal pulse showed a comb of ~eight subpulses (Fig. 3C). In contrast, energy in the anti-optimal pulse was mostly concentrated in a single feature ~80 fs (FWHM) in duration (Fig. 3F), with smaller-amplitude subpulses. These intensity profiles were independently examined by recording the cross-correlation functions between the investigated pulses and a compressed white-light pulse (harmonic sum generation, with detection corresponding to the doubled frequency of the pulses) and were in good agreement with the retrieved pulse profiles from the FROG measurements.

Regarding frequency distributions over time, distinct spectral components in the optimal pulse had different magnitudes (and signs) of chirp (Fig. 3C), whereas the main peak in the anti-optimal pulse was not chirped (Fig. 3F). In our previous studies of the population transfer in solvated molecules, an anti-optimal pulse that suppressed the excited-state population had a clear, strong, negative chirp (22). Lack of this feature in the present case implies that suppression of the isomerization yield in bR is caused not by lowering of the excited-state population but by some process that affects the reaction probability; namely, destructive interference effects in the excited vibrational modes. This interpretation was independently confirmed by measuring the number of absorbed photons directly (the absorbed energy was measured as the difference between incoming and outgoing pulse energies, using a power meter with a corresponding correction for wavelength).

To an accuracy of ±1%, the number of absorbed photons was found to be the same for the optimal, transform-limited, and anti-optimal pulses at low excitations, where the response of the bR is linear with respect to absorbed energy. Because the number of absorbed photons exactly corresponds to the number of excited molecules in this low excitation limit, we therefore conclude that the observed changes in isomerization yield, in both the optimization and anti-optimization experiments, were due to control of the intrinsic isomerization efficiency rather than to modulation of the excited-state population. Selective coupling of the applied electric field to vibrational modes appears to be involved in controlling the reaction.

From the time profiles of the shaped pulses, one can get an appreciation of the driving force provided by the applied electric field to gain insight into the mechanism. In order to better elucidate the details of the underlying shaped electric fields that drive the molecular coherences, we used a Wigner transform (27) to uncover the instantaneous frequency profile of the pulse shape...
structure may be biased to the displacement of the ground state. We speculate that the protein with very fast nonradiative relaxation back to the uniform; and this process is in strong competition with the low-frequency torsional motions (and harmonics) in the excited state that are thought to be the key modes involved in the isomerization process, whereas the anti-optimal pulse is off resonance and thereby out of phase with this period. The exact modulation is more complex, involving different spectral components in the laser pulse that may be related to the non-Markovian dynamics of the involved vibrational modes. The most distinctive feature is the correspondence of the laser field modulation to one of the key modes involved in the reaction.

In the initial phase of the optimization experiments, we found that $\Delta A$ and thus the isomerization efficiency were slightly higher when the excitation pulse had randomly distributed phases and amplitudes than when it was transform-limited. This observation is very unusual and surprising (more than 20 optimization experiments were carried out in order to confirm this effect). No such effect has been observed in solvated organic molecules (22). In this regard, the photosensitization process involves the displacement of more than one vibrational mode of retinal along the reaction coordinate (predominantly torsional and bond stretching character between C13 and C14), but not all vibrational modes uniformly; and this process is in strong competition with very fast nonradiative relaxation back to the ground state. We speculate that the protein structure may be biased to the displacement of the reactive modes preferentially along the reaction coordinate, in which case, sparse excitation to populate these modes may be favored over excitation of single vibrations or many unreactive modes that would steer the system away from the conical intersection or barrier crossing for reaction. In any case, this observation explains how the pulse optimization process avoided simple control of the excited-state population. There is a strong built-in bias for the photoexcitation.

Transient kinetics. Transient kinetics (Figs. 4 and 5) were measured at the sample at variable delay times (within a 5- to 600-ps window) after excitation with the transform-limited, optimal, and anti-optimal pulses (all with equivalent actinic energies of 15.1 nJ $\pm$ 1%). The changes in isomerization efficiency had a stationary character (the absorption changes were constant within the 20- to 600-ps delay window), and the differences in the magnitudes of $\Delta A$ were $\approx 20\%$ (500-ps delay at 630 nm) relative to the difference spectrum observed upon excitation with the transform-limited pulse (Fig. 5). These magnitudes are smaller than those obtained during the optimization experiments (most likely because of differences in the samples used); however, they are still within the absolute accuracy of measurements. The distinction in pump-probe kinetics within the first $\approx 5$ ps after the excitation pulses is noteworthy, especially with excitation using the anti-optimal pulse. The difference in the population kinetics across the three pulses is present not only in the traces displayed in Fig. 5A, but in the whole investigated spectral range. In the delay window corresponding to the overlap of the probe pulse ($\approx 30$ fs FWHM) with the excitation pulses, we clearly detected the presence of specific periodic modulations in pump-probe signals driven by the optimal and anti-optimal pulses (Fig. 4, B and C). Coupling of the optimal light pulse to specific vibrational modes resulted in the appearance of $195 \pm 15$ cm$^{-1}$ oscillations with substantial amplitude ($\approx 30\%$ of the maximal bleaching) in pump-probe kinetics (Fig. 4, B1 and B2). In contrast, in the pump-probe kinetics driven by the anti-optimal pulse, the observed oscillation had an aperiodic character (Fig. 4, C1 and C2) and strong positive chirp. The manifestation of strong oscillations in the pump-probe kinetics (quantum beats) clearly indicates a coherent excitation of the vibrational states (28) by the optimal pulse. Taking into account the results of previous studies of the retinal and bR vibrational structure (29, 30), we posit that such an excitation pulse selectively and efficiently drives the $\approx 200$ cm$^{-1}$ torsional mode in retinal by keeping the corresponding molecular vibrational mode in a coherent state during the excitation cycle ($\approx 300$ fs) of the shaped pulse, and thus enhances the isomerization yield. We are effectively creating a specific superposition of vibrational modes (the so-called vibrational wave packet) on the excited-state surface that then propagates to the reactive crossing and is better tuned to the reaction. This enhancement of specific Raman-active modes has recently been experimentally demonstrated (31), using “open-loop” control to generate temporally periodic pulses that were resonant with the vibrational period of the desired mode (a train of several pulses spaced apart in time and frequency domains to be in resonance with this mode).

We emphasize the similarity between the temporal/spectral profile of the oscillations derived from the two-dimensional (2D) transient...
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Isomerization efficiency. At probe delays long enough to ensure completion of the K-intermediate buildup and full relaxation of all-trans retinal molecules to the ground state, the differential absorption spectrum was determined by absorption cross sections of the product isomer \( \sigma_{\text{cis}}(\lambda) \) and the initial reactant \( \sigma_{\text{trans}}(\lambda) \)

\[
\Delta A(\lambda) \propto \eta_{\text{is}}[\sigma_{\text{cis}}(\lambda) - \sigma_{\text{trans}}(\lambda)]A_0 \tag{1}
\]

where \( \eta_{\text{is}} \) is the isomerization efficiency. \( A_0 \) is proportional to the number of initially excited all-trans retinal molecules and can be determined from the pump-probe kinetics driven by an impulsive excitation from the initial bleaching at zero delay [the absorption and excited-state emission spectra in bR are well separated (10), and thus the transient kinetics in the 540- to 600-nm window are not affected by stimulated emission]. Using the measured in situ absorption cross section \( \sigma_{\text{trans}}(\lambda) \), the K-intermediate spectra can be straightforwardly derived from the \( \Delta A \) spectra measured at a delay of 500 ps (Fig. 5B) by applying Eq. 1. Such decomposition (initial bleaching \( A_0 = 78 \) milli-optical density (mOD), using the 19-fs pulse excitation) reprodces, within experimental accuracy, identical spectral shapes for the K intermediate and equal ratios \([\max(\sigma_{\text{cis}})/\max(\sigma_{\text{trans}}) = 0.91 \pm 0.01]\) if the isomerization yields \( \eta_{\text{is}} \) are input as 78, 65, and 52% for the optimal, transform-limited, and anti-optimal pulses, respectively (fig. S4). Thus, the control of the absolute isomerization yield in bR using tailored excitation pulses is achieved over an absolute range of \((78 - 52)/65 = 40\%\). The ratio between the maxima of the absorption cross sections for all-trans and 13-cis bR forms, as well as the position (585 nm) and shape of the band with \( \max(\sigma_{\text{cis}}) \), are in good agreement with the previously resolved transient spectra for these states (19).

Energy dependence of isomerization and phase sensitivity. Our experiments were designed to test for quantum interference effects within biological systems. These studies must be conducted under weak field conditions in order to ensure that the same electronic levels are probed as in the actual biological processes. Ideally, these experiments should be conducted within the linear response with respect to the excitation energy to avoid any possible multiphoton processes. In the low–excitation energy limit, an isolated quantum system with a finite number of eigenstates, such as a small molecule in vacuum, should generally be insensitive to the phase information contained in the excitation light (1). Such a “closed” quantum system is always in a pure state (a coherent superposition of eigenstates) that can be described using the Schrödinger equation and wave function formalism (32). The retinal molecule in a protein environment belongs to the class of “open” systems, wherein the molecule/environment (system/bath) interaction leads to dephasing of the system states and energy redistribution among them, creating mixed states. Coherent control of such open systems is a difficult problem to treat theoretically because it requires specific information about the bath interactions that is generally not known. However, very recently the manipulation of the excited-state population in an open system (a molecule in a solvent) was experimentally demonstrated, and the phase sensitivity in the weak excitation limit (only 1 molecule in ~500 absorbing a photon during the excitation cycle) was revealed (22). The phase sensitivity of the excited-state population in dissipative systems was further modeled numerically (33), and the selective excitation of Raman active modes in the excited state in this regime has also been demonstrated (34). These recent developments are consistent with our interpretation of exciting specific vibrations in the excited state that interfere at the reaction crossing point. However, the energy dependence and coherent nature of the excited modes need to be determined to ensure that the experiments are in the weak field limit for coherent control.

The fluence in the optimization experiments \( E_{\text{exc}} = 2.7 \times 10^{14} \text{photons/cm}^2 \) was approximately 20 times lower than the level necessary to saturate the retinal \( S_0 \rightarrow S_1 \) transition in the protein environment, which can be estimated, using the known extinction coefficient \( (35) \varepsilon(560 \text{ nm}) = 54000 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \), to be \( E_{\text{exc}} = 4.8 \times 10^{15} \text{photons/cm}^2 \) (36). At this relatively low fluence, the ratio between excited and nonexcited molecules (per laser shot) can be estimated, using the Poisson distribution, to be 1:40, and \( \sim 1\% \) of the measured signal can arise from two-photon processes such as cascaded absorption \( S_1 \rightarrow S_0 \) (37). Therefore, the influence of actinic pulse energy on the isomerization control efficiency was checked independently by measuring \( \Delta A(630 \text{ nm}) \) at a delay of 20 ps for a wide range of pulse energies (Fig. 6A). Coherent control of the isomerization efficiency is clearly operative at the lower energies. Figure 6B shows the corresponding isomerization yield dependencies, defined as \( \Delta Y(E_{\text{exc}}) \propto \Delta A/E_{\text{exc}} \). There is a slight nonlinearity to the dependence at a high actinic energy level. However, the isomerization efficiency depends strongly on the excitation pulse shape even for a pulse energy less than 1 nJ, which corresponds to an excitation of 1 bR out of ~300 per laser shot. Another order-of-magnitude reduction in actinic excitation energy with an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (which is physically limited by
intrinsic light scattering in bR) will help establish the exact nature of the field interaction. The main conclusion is that the experiment is clearly in the weak field limit and the laser field is not strongly perturbing the underlying thermally populated modes, but rather inducing their interference in the excited-state surface. Isomerization yields were also compared with and without phase control (Fig. 6D), keeping spectral amplitudes constant (Fig. 6D; spectral profiles were confirmed using a tunable monochromator with 0.2-nm spectral resolution). The data show a clear phase dependence indicative of coherent control.

Pure amplitude modulation alters the temporal profile of the pulse (fig. S5); therefore, removing the phase modulation affects the isomerization yield by only 5 to 7%. The phase sensitivity of the control efficiency further illustrates the coherent nature of the state preparation. The temporal profiles of the shaped optimal and anti-optimal pulses and the observed degree of the isomerization yield control are consistent with the known fast electronic dephasing of bR (10, 38). The largest field amplitudes are confined to approximately 300-fs widths to yield 20% control. In the case of transform-limited pulses, all the vibrational levels within the excitation bandwidth are excited in phase and there is a fast decoherence in the initial electronic polarization (38). However, with the phase-selective restricted bandwidths in the shaped pulses, there is an opportunity to manipulate different vibrational states with much longer coherence times than the electronic polarization. The resultant constructive and destructive interference effects involving vibrational modes displaced along the reaction coordinate offer the possibility of controlling isomerization. Experimental observations presented here show that the wave properties of matter can play a role in biological processes, to the point that they can even be manipulated.
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